Morpheus Passagen
Coming from H.R Giger, the Morpheus Passagen is a watch like never before. Being a
surrealist artist who works in industrial and organic lines, the new Passagen watch from H.R
Giger is based on the airbrush canvas of 1972 which is in turn supported on the German trash
computer. Designed to look like a dress watch, the watch is light in weight too, weighing just
80g. The high contrast yellow digits on blank wrist hands make it easily readable. With a
2mm square of lume at the top of the watch, it takes a bit of effort to get the time right in
dark. A must try out for all who love to stay in sync with the latest accessories style and
fashion, Morpheus Passagen comes available in solid caseback with proper signature and
serial number.
Features
•

The watch has a measurement of 33mm width by 42.4mm in length and 10.4mm thick.
The watch weights 80g on the calfskin leather strap

•

It is also coated in PVD and 316L stainless steel case

•

Supported with Swiss ETA 2824 movement of hand-winding and hacking features that
helps in 42 hour power reserve

•

It has keyhole-shaped sapphire crystal

•

The watch is water resistant to 50m (165ft)

•

Designed brilliantly, the watch is signed with 6.5mm non-screw-down crown

•

It is available in the market in black or yellow dial and gold-plated case

•

Precious and a prized possession, the Morpheus Passagen watch is available in only
50-piece limited edition for each color combination with numbered caseback.

Strengths
A masterpiece in itself, the Morpheus Passagen watch fits like a non-screw dress watch that
is easy to operate. Powered by the ETA 2824 Swiss Made automatic movement, its movement
winds along smoothly and offers excellent time that is reliable and quite accurate. A must
have for Giger fans; this watch is targeted for only a few buyers who love to enjoy the
realization of uniqueness.
Weaknesses
The only odd that can be pointed out about this unique and stylish watch is its price. Tagged
at a cost of $2,955, it may seem quite expensive for many. But when the popularity of H.R
Giger, the popular Swiss surrealist artist is considered the products seems to justify its price.

